
n

vides the f inal ,  dist inguishing element of documentary. The exhibi tor of  at-
tractions, the teller of stories, and the poet of photog1nie condense in the
figure of the documentary filmmaker as orator, speaking in a voice all his
own about a world we all share.

These elements first came together in the soviet Union through the
1920s as the challenge of constructing a new society took precedence in
all the arts. This particular melding of elements took root in other countries
in the late 1920s and early 1930s as governments, thanks to advocates like
John Grierson, saw the value of using film to promote a sense of partici-
patory citizenship and to support the role in government in confronting the
most difficult issues of the day, such as inflation, poverty, and the Depres-
sion. Answers to these problems varied widely from democratic Britain to
fascist Germany and from a New Deal United states to a communist Rus-
sia, but in each case, the voice of the documentarian contributed significantly
to framing a national agenda and proposing courses of action.

Chapter 6

What Types of Documentary
Are There?

GROUPING THE MANY VOICES
OF DOCUMENTARY

I very documentary has its own distinct voice. Like every speaking voice,
r)very cinematic voice has a style or "grain" all its own that acts like a sig-
rr;rture or f ingerprint. lt attests to the individuality of the f ilmmaker or direc-
l()r  or,  sometimes, to the determining power of a sponsor or control l ing or-
,vrrnization. Television news has a voice of its own just as Fred wiseman or
t;hris Marker, Esther Shub or Marina Goldovskaya does.

lndividual voices lend themselves to an auteurtheory of cinema, while
,lrared voices lend themselves to a genre theory of cinema. Genre study

, onsiders the qual i t ies that character ize var ious groupings of f i lmmakers
' rnd films. In documentary film and video, we can identify six modes of rep-
r( 'sentat ion that funct ion something l ike sub-genres of the documentary
lrlrn genre itself: poetic, expository, participatory, observational, reflexive,
l ,crformative.

These six modes establish a loose framework of affil iation within which
rrrr lividuals may work; they set up conventions that a given film may adopt;
rrrl th€! provide specific expectations viewers anticipate having fulfil led.

I , rr;h mode possesses examples that we can identify as prototypes or mod-
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The order of presentation for thc..;r-. six rnodes corresponds roughry tothe chronology of their introduction. rt may therefore seem to provide a his-
tory of documentary firm, but it does so onry imperfecily. A firm identified
with a given mode need not be so entirery. A refrexive documentary can
contain sizabre portions of observationar or participatory footage; an ex-pository documentary can incrude poetic or performative segmients. The
characteristics of a given mode function as a dominantin agiven firm:they
grve structure to the overall fi lm, but they do not dictate or determrne every
aspect of its organization. considerabre ratitude remains possibre.

A more recent firm need not have a more recent mode as its dominant.
It can revert to an earrier mode whire stii l incruding erements of rater modes.
A performative documentary can exhibit many quarities of a poetic docu,
mentary, for exampre. The modes do not represent an evorutionary chain
in which later modes demonstrate superiority over earrier ones ano van-quish them. once estabrished through a set of conventions and paradig-
matic firms, a given mode remains avairabre to ail. Expository documen-
tary, for example, goes back to the 1920s but remains highry infruential
today. Most television news and rearityTV shows depend heaviry on its quite
dated conventions, as do armost ail science and nature documentaries, bi_
ographies such as rhe A&E Biography series, and the majority of rarge-
scale historicar documentaries such as The civirwar (19g0), Eyes on the
Prize (1987 ,1990), The American cinema(1994), or The peopte,s century(1 ee8).

To some extent, each mode of documentary representation arises inpart through a growing sense of dissatisfaction among filmmakers with aprevious mode. In this sense the modes do convey some sense of a doc_
umentary history. The observationar mode of representation arose, in part,
f rom the avairabirity of mobire 16mm cameras and magnetic tape recorders
in the 1960s. Poetic documentary suddenry seemed too abstract and ex-pository documentary too didactic when it now proved possibre to firm every_
oay events with minimal staging or intervention.

observation was necessariry rimited to the present moment as firm-
makers recorded what happened before them. But observation shared a
trait, or convention, with poetic and expository modes of representation:
it, too, camoufraged the actuar presence and shaping infruence of the firm-
maker. Participatory documentary took shape with rhe realization that film_
maKers need not disguise their crose rerationship with their sublects by
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l r r lcr t i t lcs i r rN;rrrooA lor  cxl t t t tp le, te l l  uSthatNanookandhisfami lyface
,t .rrval ion i f  this -qrcir l  l r rrrrLcr of the north cannot f ind food, but they do not

t , ' l l  us what Flaherty himsel l  ate or whether he made food avai lable to

I l, rrrook. Flaherty asks us to suspend our disbelief in the fictional aspect of
r,r,, story at the price of a certain dishonesty in what he reveals to us about

trr , ,  actual relat ion to his subject.With f i lmmakers l ike Jean Rouch (Chron-

r,lr: of a Summer, 1960), Nick Broomfield (Ihe Aileen Wourmos Story,

t' t92), Kazuo Hara (The Emperor's Naked Army Marches On, 1987) , and
lrrrr Silver (Watsonvitte on Strike,1989) what happens because of the film-

rrr;rker's presence becomes as crucial as anything that happens desplte his

I  ' t (  )sence.
The desire to come up with different ways of representing the world con-

tll)utes to the formation of each mode, as does a changing set of circum-
,tirnces. New modes arise partly in response to perceived deficiencies in

prr:viorJs ones, but the perception of deficiency comes about partly from a
',, )nse of what it takes to represent the historical world f rom a particular per-
',pective at a given moment in time. The seeming neutrality and "make of it

wlrat you will" quality of observational cinema arose at the end of the quiet

lrll ies and during the heyday of descriptive, observation-based forms of so-
, rolog!. lt flourished in part as the embodiment of a presumed "end of ide-
,,logy" and a fascination with the everyday world, but not necessarily of

rlfinity with the social plight or political anger of those who occupy the mar-

r;rns of society.
Similarly, the emotional intensity and subjective expressiveness of per-

l( )rmative documentary took shape in the 1 980s and 1 990s. lt took strongest
root among those groups whose sense of commonality had grown during

tlris period as a result of an identity politics that affirmed the relative au-

tonomy and social distinctiveness of marginalized groups. These films re-

rrrcted techniques such as the voice-of-God commentary not because it

lacked humility but because it belonged to an entire epistemology, or way

of seeing and knowing the world, no longer deemed acceptable.
We do wellto take with a grain of salt any claims that a new mode ad-

vances the art of cinema and captures aspects of the world never before

lrossible. What changes is the mode of representation, not the quality or ul-

limate status of the representation. A new mode is not so much better as it

rs different, even though the idea of "improvement" is frequently touted, es-
pecially among champions and practitioners of a new mode. A new mode

carries a different set of emphases and implications. lt will eventually prove

vulnerable, in turn, to criticism for limitations that yet another mode of rep-
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We can now say a bit more about each of the modes in turn.

THE POETIC MODE
As we saw in chapter 4, poetic documentary shares a common terrain

Ti':1ffi ;ffi ,x;.i*1t5$:1"'oo"l,l,,l,*"'*"conven.
illi',:fi ,llil?lfffi r'n'";"il"::,:J:ifi :""11,",jff :Hl,il"H:
take on the fufl_bloooed rs. Social actors seldom
and a fixed view of the u 

rsychological complexity
other object. u. 1."* ," 

lly function on a par with
sociations and parternsjl,l",i cho_osins. *" n",?:,*X:|ruililg;'ir,l :;:cial actors in Joris rvens's Rain (1gzg))i,'iorexampre, but we do come to
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The poet ic rnorkr r ;  purt icular ly adept at opening up the possibi l i ty of  al-
tcrnative forms of knowledge to the straightforward transfer of information,
the prosecution of a particular argument or point of view, or the presenta-

tion of reasoned propositions about problems in need of solution'This mode

stresses mood, tone, and affect much more than displays of knowledge or
acts of persuasion. The rhetorical element remains underdeveloped.

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy's Play of Light: Black, White, Grey (1930), for ex-

ample, presents various views of one of his own kinetic sculptures to em-
phasize the gradations of light passing across the film frame rather than to

document the material shape of the sculpture itself. The effect of this play

of light on the viewer takes on more importance than the object it refers to

in the historical world. Similarly, Jean Mitry's Pacific 231 (1944) is in part a
homage to Abel Gance's La Roueand in part a poetic evocation of the power

and speed of a steam locomotive as it gradually builds up speed and hur-
tles toward its (unspecified) destination. The editing stresses rhythm and

form more than it details the actual workings of a locomotive.
The documentary dimension to the poetic mode of representation

stems largely from the degree to which modernist films rely on the histori-

cal world for their source material. Some avant-garde films such as Oscar
Fischinger's Composition in Blue (1935) use abstract patterns of form or

color or animated figures and have minimal relation to a documentary tra-

dition of representing fhe historical world rather than a world of the artist's
imagining. Poetic documentaries, though, draw on the historical world for

their raw material but transform this material in distinctive ways. Francis

Thompson's N.Y., N.Y. (1957), for example, uses shots of NewYork City

that provide evidence of how NewYork looked in the mid-1950s but gives

greater priority to how these shots can be selected and arranged to pro-

duce a poetic impression of the city as a mass of volume, color, and move-

ment.Thompson's film continues the tradition of the city symphony film and

affirms the poetic potential of documentary to see the historical world anew.

The poetic mode began in tandem with modernism as a way of repre-

senting reality in terms of a series of fragments, subjective impressions, in-

coherent acts, and loose associations.These qualities were often attributed

to the transformations of industrialization generally and the effects of World

War I in particular. The modernist event no longer seemed to make sense

in traditional narrative, realist terms. Breaking up time and space into mul-

tiple perspectives, denying coherence to personalities vulnerable to erup-
tions from the unconscious, and refusing to provide solutions to insur-

mountable problems had the sense of an honesty about it even as it created
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works of art that were 
,puzznng or ambiguous in their effect. Arthough somefilms exprored more crassicar conc"ptiJns of the poetic as a source of or_der' whoreness, and unity, this stress on fragmentation and ambiguity re_

loetic documentaries.

continued aspects of this poetic mode
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l ly  t ;ot t l t i r : ;1,  wor l r  l r l , l  l l , r ' , r l  Wrrr ; l r l ' : ;  . ' i r r r r rT r t l  ( ) t :yhtrr  (11):14),  orr  l l rc un
Iot tc l tcdl lc i tu lyol  ( .cylorr( l i r r l l r r rk i r )  r jcspi tc l l r r : rnroirr l : ;  o l  r ;orrrrrrcrr ;c;rrrr l
r ;o lonial isrn,  [ ]cr  |  |  l ; r ; r r r ; l r i r ' r ;  ( i / i rss (1958),  a t r ibute to tho ski l l  o l  t r i rd i t ionlr l
r ; lass blowers i rrr<l  l l rc Ircauty of their  work, or Les Blank's Always for Plcu-
:;ure (1978), a celebration of Mardi Gras festivities in New Orleans, return
lo a more classic sense of unity and beauty and discover traces of them in
lhe historical world. The poetic mode has many facets, but they all empha-
size the ways in which the filmmaker's voice gives fragments of the histor-
ical world a formal, aesthetic integrity peculiar to the film itself.

P6ter Forgdcs's remarkable reworkings of amateur movies into histor-
ical documents stresses poetic, associative qualities over transferring in-
formation or winning us over to a particular point of view. Free Fall(1998),
for example, chronicles the fate of European Jews in the 1930s and 40s
through the home movies of a successfulJewish businessman, Gyorgy Peto,
and Danube Exodus (1999) follows the journeys of a Danube cruise ship
as it takes Jews from Hungary to the Black Sea on their flight to Palestine
and then takes Germans from Bessarabia (the northern part of Romania
at the time) as they are driven out by the Russians and evacuated to Ger-
many, only to be relocated in Poland. The historical footage, treeze frames,
slow motion, tinted images, selective moments of color, occasional titles to
identify time and place, voices that recite diary entries, and haunting mu-
sic build a tone and mood far more than they explain the war or describe
its course of action.

THE EXPOSITORY MODE

This mode assembles fragments of the historical world into a more rhetor-
ical or argumentative f rame than an aesthetic or poetic one. The expository
mode addresses the viewer directly, with titles or voices that propose a per-
spective, advance an argument, or recount history. Expository films adopt
either a voice-of-God commentary (the speaker is heard but never seen),
such as we find in lhe Why We Fight series, Victory af Sea (1 952-53), The
City (1939), Blood of the Beasts (1949), and Dead Birds (1963), or utilize
a voice-of-authority commentary (the speaker is heard and also seen), such
as we find in television newscasts, America's Most Wanted, The Selling of
the Pentagon (1971), 16 in Webster Groves (1966), Robert Hughes's Ihe
Shock of the New (1980), Kenneth Clark's Civilization, or John Berger's
Ways of Seeing (1974).

The voice-of-God tradition fostered the cultivation of the professionally
trained, richly toned male voice of commentary that proved a hallmark of
the expository mode even though some of the most impressive films chose
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Yosenite The Fate of Heaven (Jon EIse, 19gg) photo courtesy of Jon Else
The tension between public access and conservation is the focus of this film Robert Redford,s

commentary falls into the category of vojce-of-God address inasmuch as we never see lVr Red-
ford To the extent that Mr Redford's long{ime advocacy for envjronmental issues makes nrm a
more informed speaker than an anonymous commentator would be, he also fulli l ls the function 0f
a voice of authority

less polished voices precisery for the credibirity gained by avoiding too much
polish. Joris lvens's great film urging support for the Republican-defenders
of spanish democracy, The spanish Earth (1937), for exampre, exists in at
least three versions. None has a professionar commentator. Att three nave
identical image tracks, but the French version uses an ad-ribbed commen-
tary by the famous French film director Jean Renoir while the Engrish ver_
sions rely on orson weiles and Ernest Hemingway. rvens chose weiles first,
but his delivery proved a bit too eregant; it bestowed a humanistic com_
passion on the events where lvens hoped for a tougher sense of visceral
engagement. Hemingway, who had written the commentary, proved the
more effective voice. He brought a matter-of-fact but clearly committed tone
to a film that wanted to garvanize support more than compassion. (some
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Expositc lry rkrr :rrr t tct t l i t r ies rely heavi ly on an informing logic carr ied by

t l re sooken word. ln a reversal of  the tradi t ional emphasis in f i lm, images
r;erve a support ing role. They i l lustrate, i l luminate, evoke, or act in coun-
turpoint to what is said. The commentary is typically presented as distinct
lrom the images of the historical world that accompany it. lt serves to or-
ryanize these images and make sense of them just as a written caption
ryuides our attent ion and emphasizes some of the many meanings and in-
tcrpretations of a stil l image. The commentary is therefore presumed to be
of a higher order than the accompanying images. lt comes f rom some place

lhat remains unspecified but associated with objectivity or omniscience.
fhe commentary, in fact, represents the perspective or argument of the
lr lm. We take our cue from the commentary and understand the images

irs evidence or demonstrat ion for what is said. Television news descrip-
l ions of famine in Ethiopia as "bibl ical ,"  for example, seemed proved by
wide-angle shots of great masses of starving people clustered together
on an open plain.

Editing in the expository mode generally serves less to establish a

rhythm or formal pattern, as it does in the poetic mode, than to maintain the
r;ontinuity of the spoken argument or perspective. We can call this eviden-
lrary editing. Such editing may sacrifice spatial and temporal continuity to

rope in images from far-flung places if they help advance the argument.The
cxpository filmmaker often has greater freedom in the selection and
;rrrangement of images than the fiction filmmaker. ln The Plow That Broke
the Ptains (1936) shots of arid prairie landscapes came from all overthe

Midwest, for example, to support the claim of widespread damage to the
tano.

The expository mode emphasizes the impression of objectivity and well-
supported argument. The votce-over commentary seems literally "above"

the fray; it has the capacity to judge actions in the historical world without
lreing caught up in them. The professional commentator's official tone, like
lhe authoritative manner of news anchors and reporters, strives to build a
sense of credibiiity from qualities such as distance, neutrality, disinterest-
edness, or omniscience. These qual i t ies can be adapted to an irontc point

of view such as we find in Charles Kuralt's commentary for 16 in Webster

Groves or subverted even more thoroughly in a film such as Land without
Bread, with its implicit attack on the very notion of objectivity.

Expository documentary facilitates generalization and large-scale argu-

mentation. The images can support the basic claims of a general argument
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work that pre-exists the film. In this case, a film will add to our stockpile of

knowledge but not challenge or subvert the categories by which such knowl-

Odge gets organized. common sense makes a pedect basis for this type of

reoresentation about the world Since common sense, like rhetoric, is less

subject to logic than to belief.
Frank capra could organize much of his argument for why young Amer-

ican men should willingly join the battle during world war ll in lhe why we

Fighf series, for example, by appealing to a mix of native patriotism, the

rdeals of American democracy, the atrocities of the Axis war machine, and

the malignant evil of Hitler, Mussolini, and Hirohito. ln the black and white

alternatives of a "free world" versus a "slave world," who would not choose

to defend a free world? common sense made the answer simple-to the

predominantly white audience thoroughly imbued with a "melting pot" be-

lief in American values.
some fifty years later, capra's appeal seems remarkably naive and

overblown in its treatment of patriotic virtue and democratic ideals. Com-

mon sense is less an enduring than a historically conditioned set of values

and perspectives. For this reason some expository films that seem classic

examples of oratorical persUasiveness at one moment will Seem quite dated

at another.The basic argument may stil l have merit, but what counts as com-

mon sense may change considerably.

THE OBSERVATIONAL MODE

Poetic and expository modes of documentary often sacrificed the specific

act of filming people to construct formal patterns or persuasive arguments.

The filmmaker gathered the necessary raw materials and then fashioned

a meditation, perspective, or argument from them. what if the filmmaker

were simply to observe what happens in front of the camera without overt

intervention? Would this not be a new, compelling form of documentation?

Developments in canada, Europe, and the United states in the years

after World War l l  culminated around 1960 in var ious 16mm cameras such

as the Arriflex and Auricon and tape recorders such as the Nagra that could

be easily handled by one person. Speech could now be synchronized with

images without the use of bulky equipment or cables that tethered recorders

and camera together.The camera and tape recorder could move freely about

a scene and record what happened as it happened.

Tr i u nph of the Wi I l (Leni Riefenstahl, 1 935)
The physical gap and hierarchical dis-

tinction between leader and followers again
c0mes across clearly in this scene of Hii ler's
parade through the streets of Nuremberg

Triunph af the Will
The soldier's salute, above, parallels this

low-angle view of the German eagle and
Nazi swastjka Like Hitler the eagle serves
as a symbol of German power lt presides
over the stream ol marching troops that
pass below it, galvanizing their movement
into a tribute to national unity

The Spanish Earth (Joris lvens 193/)
lvens's supportforthe Republican cause

against the Nazi-backed rebell ion of Gen-
eral Franco followed from his polit ical com-
mitment to democratic and socialist ideals
His de-emphasis on hierarchy in this shot
of an officer and a soldier contrasts sharply
with Riefenstahl's shooting styte

The Spanish Earth
In contrast to the pageantry of Rlefen-

stahl's endless parades and speeches, lvens
captures the modest quality of everyday
rural l i fe in 1930s Spain This image of the
town, Fuenteduena, situated near the shift-
ing battlefront, suggests how ordinary l ives
are jeopardized, not galvanized, by the fas-
cist  rebel l ion
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Victory at Sea(Henry Solomon and lsaac Kleinerman, i952_53)
Like Night and Fog, Victory at Sea returns to the recent past to tell the story of World War ll

MadeasatelevisionseriesforCBs, i tadoptsacommemorat ivestance l t recal lsbatt lesandstrate-
gies,setbacksandvictor iesfromtheperspect iveolthesurvivororve ran. l tcelebratesnavalpower
andi tscontr ibut ion,giv ingscantat tent iontothegroundwarorthe vi l ianconsequencesthatare
at the heart of Night and Fog Both Iilms however, rely on compilation of footage shot contem-
poraneously with the events to which the Iilms now return. Compilation films invariably alter the
meaning of the lootage they incorporate Here, both films use footage for purpgses that are pos-
sible only to those who reflect on the meaning of the past rather than report the occurrences of the
moment

All of the forms of control that a poetic or expository filmmaker might
exercise over the staging, arrangement, or composition of a scene Decame
sacrificed to observing lived experience spontaneously. Honoring this spirit
of observation in post-production editing as well as during shooting resulted
in films with no voice-over commentary, no supplementary music or sound
effects, no intertitles, no historical reenactments, no behavior repeated for
the camera, and not even any interviews. what we saw was what there was,
or so it seemed in Primary (1960), High School(196g), Les Racquetteurs
(Michel Brault  and Gi l les Groulx,  195g),  about a group of Montrearers en-
joying various games in the snow, portions of chronicle of a summe4 which
profiles the lives of several individuals in the paris of 1960, The chafu(1962),
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r  1t ;11's t f t r ; r l l r , r l  l l r r ,  l r , r r r r l : ,  r r l  l l rc l lCl l 's  Ar lgcls ts lxrr t i l t l ly  <; i tuql t l  or l  o i l r l l

,  t , r ,  Don' l  L<tol t  l l , r r : / r  (11)( i / ) ,  about Bob Dylan's tour of  England i t t  19t i5,
Att)nterey Pop (1968), about a music festival featuring Otis Redding, Janis
r,r1r l in,  J imi Hendrix,  the Jefferson Airplane, and others, or Jane (1962) '

1 'rr f i l ing Jane Fonda as she prepares for a role in a Broadway play.

The resulting footage often recalled the work of the ltalian neo-realists.
Wc look in on life as it is lived. Social actors engage with one another, ig-
,rorirg the filmmakers. Often the characters are caught up in pressing de-
rrurnds or a cr is is of their  own.This requires their  at tent ion and draws i t  away
lrom the oresence of filmmakers. The scenes tend, like f iction, to reveal as-

l,ccts of character and individuality. We make inferences and come to con-
, ll isions on the basis of behavior we observe or overhear. The filmmaker's
rctirement to the position of observer calls on the viewer to take a more ac-
trve role in determining the signi f icance of what is said and done.

The observational mode poses a series of ethical considerations that
rrrvolve the act of observing others go about their affairs. ls such an act in

rrrd of itself voyeuristic? Does it place the viewer is a necessarily less com-
Irrtable position than in a fiction film? In fictron, scenes are contrived for us
l() oversee and overhear entirely, whereas documentary scenes represent
tlre lived experience of actual people that we happen to witness. This po-

ition, "at the keyholei'can feel uncomfortable if a pleasure in looking seems
Io take priority over the chance to acknowledge and interact with the one
r;een.This discomfort can be even more acute when the person is not an
,rctor who has wi l l ingly agreed to be observed playing a part  in a f ict ion.

The impression that the filmmaker is not intrudrng on the behavior of

others also raises the question of unacknowledged or indirect intrusion. Do

lieople conduct themselves in ways that will color our perception of them,

lor better or worse, in order to satisfy a filmmaker who does not say what

rl is he wants? Does the filmmaker seek out others to represent because

they possess qualities that may fascinate viewers for the wrong reasons?

this question often comes up with ethnographic films that observe, in other

cultures, behavior that may, without adequate contextualization, seem ex-

otic or bizarre, more part of a "cinema of attractions" than science. Has the

filmmaker sought the informed consent of partrcipants and made it possi-

ble for such informed consent to be understood and given? To what extent

can a filmmaker explain the possible consequences of allowing behavior to

he observed and represented to others?
Fred Wiseman, for example, requests consent verbally when he shoots

but assumes that when he shoots in public institutions he has a right to
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rosrr l l  I  vol l  1;o,  l l l i l l ly  [ ) i t r l tot l ) i r r ls  n t l ry l t  Scl tot t l  lorrrr l  l l r r ' l r l r1 l ; r r r  r tnd
represcntat ive even though mosl  cr i t ics have considerct l  r l  ; r  l r r r rsh indict-
ment of school regimentation and discipl ine. A radical ly dif ferent approach
occurs in Two Laws ( l9B.t) ,  about Aboriginal  land r ights,  where the f i lm_
makers did not film anything without both the consent and collaboration of
the participants. Everything from content to camera lenses was open to dis-
cussion and mutual agreement.

since the observational filmmaker adopts a peculiar mode of presence
"on the scene" in which he or she appears to be invisible and non-partici-
patory, the question also arises of when does the filmmaker have a re-
sponsibility to intervene? what if something happens that may jeopardize
or injure one of the social actors? should a cameraman film the immola-
tion of a Vietnamese monk who, knowing that there are cameras presenr
to record the event, sets himself on fire to protest the Vietnamese war, or
should the cameraman refuse or try to dissuade the monk? should a film-
maker accept a knife as a gift from a participant in the course of filming a
murder trial, and then turn that gift over to the police when blood is found
on it (as Joe Berlinger and Bruce sinofsky do in their tilm paradise Lost
[1996])? This last example moves us toward an unexpected or inadvertent
form of participation rather than observation as it also raises broad issues
about the filmmaker's relationship with his or her subjects.

observational films exhibit particular strength in giving a sense of the
duration of actual events. They break with the dramatic pace of marnstream
fiction films and the sometimes hurried assembly of images that support
expository or poetic documentaries. when Fred wiseman, for example, ob-
serves the making of a thirty-second television commercial for some twenty-
five minutes of screen time in Modet(1ggo), he conveys the sense of hav-
ing observed everything worth noting about the shooting.

similarly, when David MacDougallfi lms extended discussions between
his principal character, Lorang, and one of his peers about the bride price
for Lorang's daughter in wedding camets (19g0), he shifts our attention
from what the final agreement is or what new narrative issue arises because
of it to the feel and texture of the discussion itself: the body language and
eye contact, the intonation and tone of the voices, the pauses and ,,empty,'
time that give the encounter the sense of concrete, lived reality.

MacDougall himself describes the fascination of lived experience as
something that is most vividly experienced as a difference between rushes
(the unedited footage as it was originally shot) and an edited sequence.
The rushes seem to have a density and vitality that the edited film tacks. A
ross occurs even as structure and perspective are added:
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cornt) lo l { ) ( l  l t l r r r  l l  t  , , r "  l l rot t t ; l t  t t rc very reasons lor  making t i lms are some-

how corr l r ;  rr  l r t  r l ( l r  I  l ry i l  r0 rrr i rk ing of them The processes of edi t ing a { i lm f  rom

the rushes irrvr.rlvo both reducing the length overall and cutting most shots

to shorter lengths. Both these processes progressively center particular

meanings.Sometimesf i Immakersappeartorecognizethiswhentheytryto
preserue some of the qualities of the rushes in their films, or reintroduce tnose
qualities through other means. ("when Less ls Less," Iranscultural cinema,
p. 21 5)

fhe presence of the camera "on the scene" testifies to its presence in the

lristorical world. This affirms a sense of commitment or engagement with

the immediate, intimate, and personal as it occurs.This also affirms a sense

of fidelity to what occurs that can pass on events to us as if they simply hap-

pened when they have, in fact, been constructed to have that very ap-

Dearance. One modest example is the "masked interview." ln this case the

filmmaker works in a more participatory way with his subjects to establish

the general subject of a scene and then films it in an observational man-

ner. David MacDougall has done this quite effectively in several films. An

exampleisthesceneinKenyaBoranwhere,withoutpayingheedtothe
camera but in accord with the general guidelines established before shoot-

rng began, two Kenyan tribesmen discuss their views of the government's

introduction of birth control measures.

A more complex example is the event staged to become part of the his-

torical record. Press conferences, for example, may be filmed in a purely

observational style, but such events would not exist at all if it were not for

the presence of the camera. This is the reverse of the basic premise be-

hind observational films, that what we see is what would have occurred were

the camera not there to observe it.

This reversal took on monumental proportions in one of the first "ob-

servational" documentaries, Leni Riefenstahl's Triumph of the will. After an

rntroductory set of titles that set the stage for the German National Social-

ist (Nazi) Party's 1934 Nuremberg rally, Riefenstahl observes events with

no f urther commentary. Events-predominantly parades, reviews of troops,

mass assemblies, images of Hitler, and speeches-occur as if the camera

simply recorded what would have happened anyway. At two hours runntng

time, the film can give the impression of having recorded historical events

all too faithfully and unthinkingly.
And yet, very little would have happened as it did were it not for the ex-

press intent of the Nazi Party to make a film of this rally. Riefenstahl had

enormous resources placed at her drsposal, and events were carefully

planned to faci l i tate their  f i lming, including the repeat f i lming of port ions of
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Roy Cohn/lack Snith (Jtil Godmilow, 1994)
Photo courtesy of Jil l  Godmilow

Godmilows Ii lm, l ike many documentarjes of
music concerts, observes a public performance;
in this case she records two one-man plays by
Ron Vawter Given that such events are under_
stood to be performances in the first place, they
allow the fi lmmaker to avoid some of the accu_
sati0ns that the presence of the camera altered
what would have happened had the camera not
been there

Roy Cohn/Jack Sm[h (Jil l  Go(lrr l{)w 1 l ') l)
Photo courtesy of Jil l  Godmilow

Godmilow makes use of  edi l i t l t l  l r t  t : r t r ' t l i '  t

d ist inct  perspect ive on Ron Vi twl t r t  ;1rr : t l i r t
mance as gay underground l i l t t t t t t ; t l ' r r r  , l  r ,  I
Smith and t lght-wing, ant i  Cott t t t t t t t t  . ' l  (  r r  ,

closeted gay) lawyer Roy Cohtl l3y ittltrtr ttll rtrl

the two separate perlormanccs slttr t l trtw' l
creased attention to the contraslittt l  w,tV l
which the two men dealt with their scxtt, rlrly ,lr rr
ing the 1 950s

some speeches at another time and place when the original footage proved
unusable. (The repeated portions are reenacted so that they brend in with
the original speeches, hiding the coilaboration that went into their making.)

Triumph of the wittdemonstrates the power of the image to represent
the historical worrd at the same moment as it participates in the construc_
tion of aspects of the historicar worrd itserf. such participation, especiaily in
the context of Nazi Germany, carries an aura of dupricity. This was the rast
thing observationalfilmmakers like Robert Drew D. A. pennebaker, Richard
Leacock, and Fred wiseman wanted in their own work. The integrity of their
observational stance successfuily avoided it, for the most part,-and yet the
underlying act of being present at an event but firming it as if absent, as if
the filmmaker were simpry a "fry on the wail,', invites debate as to how much
of what we see wourd be the same if the camera were not there or how
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much would differ if the filmmaker's presence were more readily acknowl-
edged. That such debate is by its very nature undecidable continues to f uel
a certain sense of mystery, or disquiet, about observational cinema.

THE PARTICIPATORY MODE

The social sciences have long promoted the study of social groups. An-

thropology, for example, remains heavily def ined by the practice of f ield work,
where an anthropologist lives among a people for an extended period of
time and then writes up what she has learned. Such research usually calls
for some form of participant-observation.The researcher goes into the field,
participates in the lives of others, gains a corporeal or visceral feel for what
life in a given context is like, and then reflects on this experience, using the
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lor  partrcipir t iorr ;"bcing hcre" ai lows for observat iorr  i l r l r r  r : ;  ro : ; ;  ry,  l r rc r ierd
worker does not alow herserf  to "go nat ive," under norrrr i rr  <;rrcurnstances,
but retains a degree of detachment that differentiates her from those about
whom she writes. Anthroporogy has, in fact, consistenfly depended on this
complex act of engagement and separation between two cuitures to define
itself.

Documentary firmmakers arso go into the fierd; they, too, rive among
others and speak about or represent what they experience. The practice ofparticipant-observation, however, has not become a paradigm. The methods
and practices of social science research have remained subordinate to the
more prevalent rhetorical practice of moving and persuading an audience.
observationar documentary de-emphasizes persuasion to give us a sense
of what it is like to be in a given situation but without a sense of what it is
like for the firmmaker to be there, too. participatory documentary gives us
a sense of what it is like for the filmmaker to be in a given situation and how
that situation arters as a resurt. The types and degrees of arteration herp
define variations within the participatory mode of documentarv.

when we view participatory documentaries we expect to witness the
historical worrd as represented by someone who activery engages with,
rather than unobtrusivery observes, poeticaily reconfigur"", o,. lrgumenta-
tively assembles that world. The filmmaker steps out from behind the cloak
of voice-over commentary, steps away from poetic meditation, steps down
from a fly-on-the-wail perch, and becomes a sociar actor (armost) rike any
other. (Almost rike any other because the firmmaker retains the camera, and
with it, a certain degree of potentiar power and contror over events.)

Participatory documentaries rike chronicre of a summer, portrait of Ja-
son, or word rs ouf invorve the ethics and poritics of encounter. This is the
encounter between one who wierds a movre camera and one who ooes not.
How do filmmaker and sociar actor respond to each other? How do they
negotiate control and share responsibility? How much can the filmmaker
insist on testimony when it is painfurto provide it? what responsibirity does
the filmmaker have for the emotionar aftermath of appearing on camera?
what ties join firmmaker and subject and what needs dividelhem?

The sense of bodily presence, rather than absence, locates the film_
maker "on the scene-" we expect that what we rearn wiil hinge on the na-
ture and quality of the encounter between firmmaker and subject rather than
on generalizations supported by images iiluminating a given perspective.
we may see as weil as hear the firmmaker act and respond on the spot, in
the same historicar arena as the firm's subjects. The possibirities of serving
as mentor, critic, interrogator, collaborator, or provocateur arise.
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fakeover(Dauid and Judith MacDougall, 1981) Photo courtesy of David MacDougall
The MacDougalls have evolved a collaborative style of Iilmmaking with the subjects ol their

ethnographic films In a series of films made on Aboriginal issues, of which Takeoverisaplma
example, they have often served as witnesses to the testimonial statements of traditions and bc
liefs that Aboriginal people offer in their disputes with the government over land rights and other
matters The interaction is highly participatory, although the result can seem, at first, unobtrusive
or observational since much of the collaboratl0n 0ccurs prior to lhe act of filminq

Participatory documentary can stress the actual, lived encounter be-
tween filmmaker and subject in the spirit of Dziga Vertov's The Man with a
Movie Camera, Jean Rouch and Edgar Morin's Chronicle of a Summer, Jon
Alpert's Hard Metals Disease (1987), Jon Silver's Watsonville on Strike
(1989), or Ross McElwhee's Sherman's March (1985). The filmmaker's
presence takes on heightened importance, from the physical act of "getting
the shot" that figures so prominenlly inThe Man with a Movie Camera lothe
political act of joining forces with one's subjects as Jon Silver does at the
start of Watsonville on Strike when he asks the farm workers if he can film
in the union hall or as Jon Alpert does when he translates into Spanish what
the workers he accompanies to Mexico try to say to their counterparts about
the dangers of HMD (hard metals disease).

This style of filmmaking is what Rouch and Morin termed cin6ma v6rite,
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an encounter rather than the absolute or untampered truth, we see how
the filmmaker and subject negotiate a relationship, how they act toward one
another, what forms of power and control come into play, and what levels
of revelation or rapport stem from this specific form of encounter.

lf there is a truth here it is the truth of a form of interaction that would
not exist were it not for the camera. In this sense it is the opposite of the ob-
servational premise that what we see is what we would have seen had we
been there in lieu of the camera. In participatory documentary, what we see
is what we can see only when a camera, or filmmaker, is there instead of
ourselves. Jean-Luc Godard once claimed that cinema is truth twenty-four
times a second: participatory documentary makes good on Godard's claim.

Chronicle of a Summe[ for example, involves scenes that result from
the collaborative interactions of filmmakers and their subjects, an eclectic
group of individuals l iv ing in Paris in the summerof 1960. In one instance
Marcelline Loridan, a young woman who later married the Dutch filmmaker
Joris lvens, speaks about her experience as a Jewish deportee from
France who is sent to a German concentration camp during world war ll.
The camera follows her as she walks through the place de la concorde
and then through the former Parisian market, Les Halles. she offers a quite
moving monologue on her experiences, but only because Rouch and Morin
had planned the scene with her and given her the tape recorder to carry. lf
they had waited for the event to occur on its own so they could observe it,
it never would have occurred. They pursued this notion of collaboration stil l
further by screening parts of the film to the participants and filming the en-
suing discussion. Rouch and Morin also appear on camera, discussing their
aim to study "this strange tribe living in Paris" and assessing, at the end of
the film, what they have learned.

Simi lar ly,  in Nof a Love Story (1981),  Bonnie Ktein, the f i lmmaker,  and
Linda Lee Tracy, an ex-stripper, discuss their reactions to various forms of
pornography as they interview participants in the sex industry. ln one scene,
Linda Lee poses for a nude photograph and then discusses how the ex-
perience made her feel. The two women embark on a journey that is partly
exploratory in a spirit similar to Rouch and Morin's and partly confes-
sional/redemptive in an entirely different sense. The act of making the film
plays a cathartic, redemptive role in their own lives; it is less the world of
their subjects that changes than their own.

ln some cases, such as Marcel Ophuls's The Sorrow and the pity (1g70),
on French collaboration with Germany during world war ll, the filmmaker's
voice emerges primarily as a perspective on the subject matter of the film.
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Crunb (Ierry Zwigofl 1994)
Terry Zwigofl adopts a highly participatory relationship to the cartoon strip artist R Crumb lVany

of the conversations and interactions clearly would not have occurred as they do had Zwigoff not
been there with his camera. Crumb takes a more rellective attitude toward himsell and a more prob-
ing attitude toward his brothers as he collaborates with Zwigoff s desire to examine the complex-
ities and contradictions of his life

The filmmaker serves as a researcher or investigative reporter. In other

cases, the filmmaker's voice emerges from direct, personal involvement in

the events that unfold. This can remain within the orbit of the investigative
reporter who makes his own personal involvement in the story central to its

unfolding. An example is the work of Canadian f i lmmaker Michael Rubbo,

such as his Sad Song of Yellow Skin (1970), where he explores the
ramifications of the Vietnam War among the civilian population of Vietnam.
Another is the work of Nicholas Broomfield, who adopts a brasher, more

confrontational-if not arrogant-style inhis Kurt and Courtney (1998):his

exasperation with Courtney Love's elusiveness despite unsubstantiated sus-
picions of her complicity in Kurt Cobain's death compels Broomfield to film

his own, apparently spontaneous denunciation of her at a ceremonial din-
ner sponsored by the American Civi l  L ibert ies Union.

In other cases, we move away from the investigative stance to take up

a more responsive and reflective relationship to unfolding events that in-

volve the filmmaker. This latter choice moves us toward the diary and per-

sonal testimonial. The first-person voice becomes prominent in the overall
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LasMadresdelaPlazadeMayo(SusanaMuflozandLourdesPort i l lo,  1985) Photocourtesyof
Lourdes Portil lo

These two women Iilmmakers adopt a highly participatory relationship with the mothers who
risked their livesto stage public demonstrations during Argentina's "dirty war " The sons and daugh-
ters of these women were among the "disappeared" whom the government abducted, and olten
killed without any notice or legal proceedings Mufloz and Portil lo could not shape the public
events, but they could draw out the personal stories of the mothers whose couraqe led them to
defy a brutally repressive regime

structure of the film. lt is the filmmaker's participatory engagement with un-
folding events that holds our attention.

Nicholas Necroponte's involvement with a woman whom he meets in
NewYork's Central Park, who seems to have a complex but not entirely cred-
ible history, becomes centralto the overall structure ol Jupiter'sWife(1995).
Similarly, it is Emiko Omori's efforts to retrace the suppressed history of her
own family's experience in the Japanese-American relocation camps of
World War ll that gives form to Rabbit in the Moon (1999). Marilu Mallet of-
fers an even more explicitly diary-like structure to her portrait of life as a
Chi lean exi le l iv ing in Montreal marr ied to Canadian f i lmmaker Michael
Rubbo in Unfinished Diary (1983), as does Kazuo Hara to his chronicle of
the complex, emotionally volatile relationship he revives with his former wife
as he and his current partner follow her over a period of time in Extremely
Personal Eros: Love Song (1974). These films make the filmmaker as vivid
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a persona as any other in their films. As testimonial and confession, they

often exude a power that is revelatory.
Not all participatory documentaries stress the ongoing, open-ended ex-

oerience of the filmmaker or the interaction between filmmaker and sub-

jects.The filmmaker may wish to introduce a broader perspective, often one

that is historical in nature. How can this be done? The most common an-

swer involves the intervrew. The interview allows the filmmaker to address

people who appear in the film formally rather than address the audience

through voice-over commentary. The interview stands as one of the most

common forms of encounter between filmmaker and subject in participa-

tory documentarY.
lnterviews are a distinct form of social encounter. They differ from ordi-

nary conversation and the more coercive process of interrogation by dint

of the institutional framework in which they occur and the specific protocols

or guidelines that structure them. lnterviews occur in anthropological or so-

cioiogicalfield work;they go by the name of the "case history" in medicine

The Devit Never SleepslEl Diablo Nunca Duernel
(Lourdes Portillo,1995) Photos courtesy ol Lour-
des Portil lo

Director Lourdes Portlllo as a hard-boiled pri-

vate eye The lilm recounts her journey to Mexico
to investigate the suspicious death ol her uncle
Re{lexive and ironic at times, P0rtill0 n0netheless
leaves the question of whether her uncle met with
Ioul play, possibly at the hands of a relative, open
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The Devil Never Sleeps
Thef i lmmaker, inthecourseof aninterview,insearchof clues,and, ideal ly theconfessionthat

will solve the mystery Although she never obtains a conlesslon, the sense that she mrghldo so
lends an air of narrative, Iilm noir-like suspense to the film

and social welfare; in psychoanalysis, they take the form of the therapeu-
tic session; in law the interview becomes the pre{rial process of "discov-
ery" and, during trials, testimony; on television, it forms the backbone of talk
shows; in journalism, it takes the form of both the interview and the press
conference;and in education, it appears as Socratic dialogue. Michel Fou-
cault argues that these forms all involve regulated forms of exchange, with
an uneven distribution of power between client and institutional practitioner,
and that they have their root in the religious tradition of the confessional.

Filmmakers make use of the interview to bring different accounts to-
gether in a single story.The voice of the filmmaker emerges from the weave
of contributing voices and the material brought in to support what they say.
This compilation of interviews and supporting material has given us nu-
merous f ilm histories,lrom ln the Year of the Pig (1969), on the war in Viet-
nam, to Eyes on the Prize, on the history of the civil rights movement, and
lrom The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter, on women at work during
World War ll, to Shoah, on the aftermath of the Holocaust for those wno
experienced it.

Compilation films such as Esther Shub's The Fall of the Romanov Dv-
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u,t : ; lV,wl l r  l r r , ,1r , , . .  r : r l l r . ly  orr , r r r ; l r tvr  r l  lool l t r ;c lot t t t t l l ly  l j l t t t l l ; t t t r l tc t t t l t l t l t l
lo lc l l  l r  r ;or  r , r l  l r r , . t r r ry,  r l , r l r , l r ;  rck lo tho bt- 'q i t t t t t t t t ls  <t l  t txpt lst toty t lot ; t t t t t t : t t
l ; r ry.  Pi t t l r t : rp;r lory rkr t ; r r t t tot t tar ies add the act ive cngagcmcrl l  o l  thc t i l t t r
rnaker wit l r  l ru r ;rr l l jcr ; ts or informants and avoid anonymous voice-over ex-
posit ion. This si tuates the f  i lm more squarely in a given moment and dist inct
perspective; it enriches commentary with the grain of individual voices.
Some, such as Barbara Kopple's Harlan County, U.S.A. (1977), on a coal
miner's strike in Kentucky, or Michael Moore's Roger and Me (1989), dwell
on events in the present to which the filmmmaker is a participant, while
adding some historical background. Some, such as Errol Morris's The Thin
Blue Line, Leon Gasts's When We Were Kings (1996), on the 1974 fight
between Muhammad Ali and George Foreman, or Ray Mueller's The Won-
derful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl(1993), on her controversial career,
center on the past and how those with knowledge of it now recount it.

The experience of gays and lesbians in the days before Stonewall, for
example, could be recounted as a general social history, with a voice-over
commentary and images that il lustrate the spoken points. lt could also be
recounted in the words of those who lived through these times by means
of interviews. Jon Adair's Word ls Out (1977) opts for the second choice.
Adair, like Connie Field for Rosie the Riveter, screened scores of possible

subjects before settling on the dozen or so who appear in the film. Unlike
Field or Emile de Antonio, Adair opts to keep supporting material to a bare
minimum; he compi les his history pr imari ly f rom the "talk ing heads" of those
who can put this chapter of American social htstory into their own words.
Like oral histories that are recorded and written up to serve as one type of
primary source material, which this form resembles but also differs from in
the careful selection and arrangement of interview material, the articulate-
ness and emotional directness of those who speak gives films of testimony
a compel l ing qual i ty.

Filmmakers who seek to represent their own direct encounter with their
surrounding world and those who seek to represent broad social issues and
historical perspectives through interviews and compilation footage consti-
tute two large components of the participatory mode. As viewers we have
the sense that we are witness to a form of dialogue between filmmaker
and subject that stresses situated engagement, negotiated interaction, and
emotion-laden encounter. These qualities give the participatory mode of
documentary f i lmmaking considerable appeal as i t  roams a wide var iety
of subjects from the most personal to the most historical. Often, in fact,
this mode demonstrates how the two intertwine to yield representations of
the historical world f rom specific perspectives that are both contingent and
committed.
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Cadillac Desert (Jon Else, 1992) pholos courtesy of Jon Else

THE REFLEXIVT MODE

l l  the his lorrr ; ; r l  worklprovrr los the meet ing place tor lhc proct tsst) : i  t t l  t t t r
r ;ot iat ion bctwt:crr  l i l r rrrnaker and subject in the part ic ipatory modc, tho

[)rocesses of negotiation between filmmaker and viewer become the focus
of attention for the reflexive mode. Rather than following the filmmaker in
her engagement with other social actors, we now attend to the filmmaker's
engagement with us, speaking not only about the historical world but about
the problems and issues of representing it as well.

Trinh Minh-ha's declaration that she will "speak nearby" rather than
"speak about" Africa, in Reassemblage (1982), symbolizes the shift that
reflexivity produces: we now attend lo howwe represent the historical world
as well aslo what gets represented. Instead of seeing through documen-
taries to the world beyond them, reflexive documentartes ask us to see doc-
umentarylor what it is: a construct or representation. Jean-Luc Godard and
Jean-Pierre Gorin carry this to an extreme in Letter to Jane (197), a a5-
minute "letter" in which they scrutinize in great detail a journalistic photo-
graph of Jane Fonda during her visit to North Vietnam. No aspect of this
apparently factual photo goes unexamined.

Just as the observational mode of documentary depends on the film-
maker's apparent absence from or non-intervention in the events recorded,
the documentary in general depends on the viewer's neglect of his or her
actual situation, in front of a movie screen, interpreting a film, in favor of
imaginary access to the events shown on the screen as if it is only these
events that require interpretation, not the film. The motto that a documen-
tary film is only as good as its content is compelling is what the reflexive
mode of documentary calls into question.

One of the issues brought to the fore in reflexive documentaries is the
one with which we began this book:what to do with people? Some f i lms,
like Reassemblage, Daughter Rite (1978), Bontoc Eulogy(1995), or Farfrom
Poland (1984), address this question directly by calling the usual means of
representation into question: Reassemblage breaks with the realist con-
ventions of ethnography to question the power of the camera's gaze to rep-
resent, and misrepresent, others; Daughter Fife subverts reliance on so-
cial actors by using two actresses to play sisters who reflect on their
relationship to their mother, using insights gathered from interviews with a
wide range of women but withholding the voices of the interviewees them-
selves; Bontoc Eulogy recounts the family history of the filmmaker's own
grandfather, who was taken from the Philippines to appear as part of an ex-
hibit of Filipino life at the St. Louis World Fair in 1904 through staged reen-
actments and imagined memories that call conventional rules of evidence
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surname viet Given Name Nan (Trinh T. Minh-ha, 19g9) photos courtesy of Trinh T Minh_ha
These three successive shots, each an extreme close-up that omits portions 0l the interviewees

face, correspond to the pre-production storyboard designed by the filmmaker Their violation of
lhe normal conventions for filming interviews both calls our attention to the formality and con-
ventionality of interviews and signals that this is not a (normal) interview.

into question; Far from poland's director, Jill Godmilow, addresses us di-
rectly to ponder the problems of representing the solidarity movement in
Poland when she has only partial access to the actual events. These films
set out to heighten our awareness of the problems of representing others
as much as they set out to convince us of the authenticity or truthfulness
of representation itself.

Reflexive documentaries also address issues of realism. This is a style
that seems to provide unproblematic access to the world; it takes form as
physical, psychological, and emotional realism through techniques of evi-
dentiary or continuity editing, character development, and narrative struc-
ture. Reflexive documentaries challenge these techniques and conventions.
surname viet Given Name Nam (19g9), for example, relies on interviews
with women in vietnam who describe the oppressive conditions they have
faced since the end of the war, but then halfway through the film we dis-
cover (if various stylistic hints haven't tipped us off ) that the interviews were
staged in more ways than one:the women who play vietnamese women In
Vietnam are actually immigrants to the United states reciting, on a stage
set, accounts transcribed and edited by Trinh from interviews conducted in
Vietnam by someone else with other womenl

similarly, in The Man with a Movie camera, DzigaVertov demonstrates
how the impression of reality comes to be constructed by beginning with a
scene of the cameraman, Mikhail Kaufman, filming people riding in a norse-
drawn carriage from a car that runs alongside the carriage. Vertov then cuts
to an editing room, where the editor, Elizaveta svilova, Vertov's wife, as-
sembles strips of film that represent this event into the sequence we have,
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Surname Viet Given Nane Nan (Trinh T. Minh-ha 1989) Photos courtesy of Trinh T. Minh-ha
Make-up and costume are a more frequent consideration Ior documentary filmmakers than we

might assume Here filmmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha prepares actress Tran Thi Bich Yen for a scene
whereshewil l  p layanintervieweedescribingherl i fe inVietnam Theinterviewappearstobeset
inVietnambutwasactual lyshot inCal i fornia l ikeFarfronPoland,Ihis l i lmexplorestheques-
tion of how to represent situations not directly available to the {ilmmaker

presumably, just seen. The overall result deconstructs the impression of

unimpeded access to reality and invites us to reflect on the process by which

this impression is itself constructed through editing.
Other f ilms, such as David Hotzman's Diary (1968), No Lies (1973), and

Daughter Rite (1978), represent themselves, ultimately, as disguised fic-

tions. They rely on trained actors to deliver the performances we initially

believe to be the self-presentatron of people engaged in everyday life. Our

realization of this deception, sometimes through hints and clues during the

film. or at the end. when the credits reveal the fabricated nature of the per-

formances we have witnessed, prompts us to question the authenticity of

documentary in general:what "truth" do documentaries reveal about the self ;
how is it different from a staged or scripted performance;what conventions
prompt us to believe in the authenticity of documentary performance; and

how can this belief be productively subverted?
The reflexive mode is the most self-conscious and self-questioning mode
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rronr;  oorno undcr suspic ion. That such not ions can compcl fet ishist ic bel ief
l ) rornpts the ref lexive documentary to examine the nature of such bel ief
rirther than attest to the validity of what is believed. At its best, reflexive doc_
umentary prods the viewer to a heightened form of consciousness about
her relation to a documentary and what it represents. Vertov does this in
The Man with a Movie cameraro demonstrate how we construct our Knowr-
edge of the world; Bufruel does this in Land without Bread to satirize the
presumptions that accompany such knowledge; Trinh does this in Re-
assemblage to question the assumptions that underrie a given body of
knowledge or mode of inquiry (ethnography), as chris Marker does in sans
solei l lo quest ion the assumptions that underl ie the act of  making f i lms of
the lives of others in a world divided by racial and political boundaries.

Achieving a heightened form of consciousness involves a shift in levels
of awareness. Reflexive documentary sets out to readjust the assumptrons
and expectations of its audience, not add new knowledge to existing cate_
gories. For this reason, documentaries can be reflexive from both formal
and political perspectives.

From a formal perspective, reflexivity draws our attention to our as-

ation effects," or what the Russian formalists termed ostranenie, or,,mak_
ing strange."This is similar to the surrealist effort to see the everyday world
rn unexpected ways. As a formal strategy, making the familiar strange re-
minds us how documentary works as a film genre whose claims about the
world we can receive too unthinkingly; as a political strategy, it reminds us
how society works in accord with conventions and codes we mav too read-
ily take for granted.

The rise of feminist documentaries in the 1970s provides a vivid example
of the works that call social conventions into question. Films such as rhe
woman's Film (1971), Joyce atThirty-four(1972), and Growing lJp Femate
(1970) followed most of the conventions of participatory documentary, but
they also sought to produce a heightened conscrousness about discrimi-
nation against women in the contemporary world. They counter the prevailing
(stereotypical) images of women with radically different representations and
displace the hopes and desires fueled and gratified by advertising and melo-
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wedding canels(Dauid and Judith MacDougall, 1980) Photo courtesy of David MacDougall
In this trilogy o{ films on the Turkana ol northern Kenya, David and Judith MacDougall adopt

several reflexive strategies to make us aware o{ the {ilmmakers'active involvement in snaping tne

scenes 14re see Sometimes tt ls a question put by the lilmmakers thal prompts discussion, some

times it is written titles that remind us ol the complex process ol representlng members 0t anotner

culture ln a form members o{ an English-speaking culture can understand Such reflexive acts

were rare at the time in ethnographlc li lm Many such {ilms want to give the impression Nanaok

of the Narth gave: we witness customs and behavior as they "naturally" occur, nol as a result ot

interaction between {ilmmaker and subject

dramas with the experiences and demands of women who have rejected

these notions in favor of radically different ones. Such films challenge en-

trenched notions of the feminine and also serve to give name to what had

lain invisible:the oppresston, devalorization, and hierarchy that can now be

cal led sexism. Individual experiences combine into common percept ions:

a new way of seeing, a distinct perspective on the social order, emerges.

"Alienation"from prevailing assumptions may have a formal or cinematic

component, but it is also heavily social or political in its impact. Rather than

provoking our awareness primarily of form, politically reflexive documen-

taries provoke our awareness of social organization and the assumptions
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Carpus A Home Movie for Selena (Lourdes
Portil lo, 1999) Photo courtesy of Lourdes
Port i l lo

Director Lourdes Portil lo lnvestigates the
repercussions that followed from the murder of
the popular Tex-lVlex singer Selena Was she a
positive role model for young women who learn
to channel lheir energies into becoming popu-
lar singers, or was she herself a young woman
encouraged to recycle stereotypical images of
female sexual ity? Porti I lo does noI answer such
queslions so much as pose them in an engag-
ing way She does so partly by shooting in video
to create a family portrait of Selena and her
legacy

that support it. They tend, therefore, to induce an "aha!" effect, where we
grasp a principle or structure at work that helps account for what would oth-
erwise be a representation of more localized experience. Instead we take
a deeper look. Politically reflexive documentaries acknowledge the way
things are but also invoke the way they might become. Our heightened con-
scrousness opens up a gap between knowledge and desire, between what
is and what might be. Politically reflexive documentaries point to us as view-
ers and social actors, not lo films, as the agents who can bridge this gap
between what exists and the new forms we can make from it.

THE PERFORMATIVE MODE

Like the poetic mode of documentary representation, the performative mode
raises questions about what is knowledge. What counts as understanding
or comprehension? What besides factual information goes into our under-
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l r l r r losophy' /  or  r : t  krrowkXk;t l  bct ter  descr ibed as concretc and embodicd'

lrrsed on the spccitit;itics of personal experience, in the tradition of poetry'

lrtoralure, and rhetoric? Performative documentary endorses the latter po-

.,rtion and sets out to demonstrate how embodied knowledge provides en-

rry into an understanding of the more general processes at work in society.

Meaningisclearlyasubject ive,affect- ladenphenomenon'Acarorgun'
lrospital ol. p"r.on will bear different meanings for different people. Experi-

{)nce anct memory, emotional involvement, questions of value and belief,

()ommitment and principle all enter into our understanding of those aspects

0f the world most often addressed by documentary:the institutional frame-

work(governmentsandchUrches,famil iesandmarr iages)andspecif icso-
r ; ia|pract ices(|oveandWar,compet i t ionandcooperat ion)thatmaKeupa
:;ociety (as discussed in chapter 4). Performative documentary underscores

the complexity of our knowledge of the world by emphasizing its subjective

;rnd affective dimensions.
Works Iike Mar|on Riggs,s Tongues lJntied(1989), Ngozionwurah,s lhe

Body Beautiful (1991), and Marlon Fuentes's Bontoc Eulogy (1995) stress

tne emotional complexity of experience from the perspective of the film-

maker him-or herself. An autobiographical note enters into these films that

bears similarity to the diaristic mode of participatory filmmaking. Perfor-

mative films give added emphasis to the subjective qualities of experience

and memory that depart from factual recounting' Marlon Riggs' for exam-

ple, makes use of recited poems and enacted scenes that address the in-

tense personal stakes involved in black, gay identity; onwurah's film builds

uptoastagedsexua|encounterbetweenherownmotherandahandsome
young man; and Fuentes enacts a fantasy about his grandfather's escape

f rom captivrty as an object of display at the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair' Ac-

tual occurrences Decome amplified by imagined ones. The free combina-

tion of the actual and the imagined is a common feature of the performa-

tive documentarY.
What these films and others such as lsaac Julien's Looking for Langston

(1988), about the life of Langston Hughes, or Julien's Frantz Fanon: Black

skin/white Mask (1996), about the life of Frantz Fanon; Larry Andrews's

video Black and sitver Horses (1992), about issues of race and identity;

Robert Gardner's Forest of Blis.s (1 985), about funeral practices in Benares,

india;Chr isChoyandReneeTaj ima,sWhoKit tedVincentChin?(1988),
about the murder of a chinese American by two out-of-work auto workers

who reportedly mistook him for Japanese; Rea Tajiri's History and Memory

(1991), about her efforts to learn the story of her family's internment in de-
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i lbout bci l lg Asiar l- tsr i t is l t  t rnd gay, st tare is a def lect iorr  ol  tkrr ;rrrrr6rr tarry em-phasis away from a realist representation of the historical world and towardpoetic liberties, more unconventionar narrative structures, and more suD_jective forms of representation. The referentiar quality of documentary rhat
attests to its function as a window onto the worrd yierds to an expressrve
quality that affirms the highry situated, embodied, 

"no 
uiuioty personar per_

spective of specific subjects, including the filmmaker.
Ever since at reast rurksib (192g), satt for svanetia (1g30), and, in asatiric vein, Land without Bread (1932), documentary has exhibited manypedormative quarities, but they seldom have served to organize entire films.

They were present but not dominant. Some participatory documentaries ofthe .1980s, 
such as Las Madres de ra ptaza de Mayo (r9g5) and Roses in

December (1982), incrude performative moments that draw us into sub_jective, "as if" renderings of traumatic past events (the,,disappearance,,of
the son of one of the mothers who protested government repression in Ar-gentina and the rape of Jean Donovan and three other women by Er sar-
vadoran military men respectivery), but the organizing dominant to the firms
revorves around a linear history that includes these events. performative
documentaries primariry address us, emotionaily and expressivery, rather
than pointing us to the factual world we hold in common.

These firms engage us ress with rhetoricar commands or imperatives
than with a sense of their own vivid responsiveness. The firmmaker,s re_
sponsrveness seeks to animate our own. we engage with their represen_
tation of the historical worrd but do so obliquely, via the affective charge they
apply to it and seek to maxe our own

Tongues untied, for exampre, begins with a voice-over cail that ricochets
from left and right, in stereo, "Brother to Brother,,',,Brother to Brother. . . ,,,and ends with a decraration, "Brack men roving brack men is the revorutionary
act." The course of the firm over a series of decrarations, reenactments, po_
etic recitations, and staged performances that ail attest to the comprexities
of racial and sexuar relations within gay subcurture strives to animate us to
adopt the position of "brother" for ourserves, at reast for the duration of the
film. we are invited to experience what it is rike to occupy the subjective,
social position of a brack, gay mare, such as Marron Riggs himserf.

Just as a feminist aesthetic may strive to move audience members, re_gardless of their actuar gender and sexuar orientation, into the subjective
position of a feminist character's perspective on the world, per{ormative doc_
umentary seeks to move its audience into subjective arignment or affinity
with its specific perspective on the worrd. Like earrier works such as Listen
to Britain (1941), on resistance to German bombing by the British peopre
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An$ela J6ndsl l ,  f rom the House of Jendel l  walking as fulur ist ic
l0nrm€ queen

Pl l f_sl  t ( ; l

Paris ls Burning(Jenny Livingston 1991)
Paris ls Burning enters into a distinct, black, gay sub-culture in which young men cluster into

"houses," which compete against each other in various categories of mimicry and drag at "balls "

0rganized partly to explain this sub-culture to nonparticipants, Pails ls Burningalso immerses us
performatively in the quality and texture ol this world to a degree thal 16 in Webster Grovesor
Dead Birds does noI

during World War ll, or Three Songs of Lenin (1934), on the mourning of
Lenin's death by the Soviet people, recent performative documentaries try
to give representation to a social subjectivity that joins the general to the
particular, the individual to the collective, and the political to the personal.
The expressive dimension may be anchored to particular individuals, but it
extends to embrace a social, or shared, form of subjective response.

In recent work this social subjectivity is often that of the underrepre-
sented or misrepresented, of women and ethnic minorities, gays and les-
bians. Performative documentary can act as a corrective to those films where
"We speak about them to usJ'They proclaim, instead, that "We speak about
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t l t t tot t l i t ry sl l ; t r t :s i t  tcbtt l i t t tc i t tg and correct ive terrr lcrrr ;y wrl l r  l r rr torethnog-
raphy (ethnographical ly in lormed work made by members of the commu-
nities who are the traditionar subjects of western ethnography, such as the
numerous tapes made by the Kayapo peopre of the Amazon river basin and
by the Aboriginal people of Australia). lt does not, however, counter error
with fact, misinformation with information, but adopts a distinct mode of reo_
resentation that suggests knowredge and understanding require an entirery
different form of engagement.

Like early documentary, before the observationar mode praced priority
on the direct firming of sociar encounter, performative documentary freery
mixes the expressive techniques that give texture and density to fiction
(point-of-view shots, musical scores, renderings of subjective states of mind,
flashbacks and freeze frames, etc.) with oratorical techniques for address-
ing the social issues that neither science nor reason can resorve.

Pedormative documentary approaches the domain of experimentar or
avant-garde cinema but gives, finaily, ress emphasis to the serf-contained
quality of the film or video than to its expressive dimension in retation to
representations that refer us back to the historical world for their ultimate
meaning. we continue to recognize the historical world by means of famil_
iar people and praces (Langston Hughes, Detroit cityscapes, the san Fran-
cisco Bay Bridge, and so on), the testimony of others (participants in
Tongues untied who describe the experiences of brack, gay men; the per-
sonal voice-over confidences of Ngozi onwurah about her relationshio to
her mother in The Body Beautiful); and scenes buirt around participatory
or observationar modes of representation (interviews with various peopre
in Khush and lh British but. . .; observed moments of dairy ritein Forest
of Bliss).

The world as represented by performative documentaries becomes,
however, suffused by evocative tones and expressive shadings that con-
stantly remind us that the world is more than the sum of the visiole evidence
we derive from it. Another earry, partiar exampre of the performative mooe,
Alain Resnais's Night and Fog (1955), about the Horocaust, makes this point
vividly. The film's voice-over commentary and images of ii lustration nomi_
nate Night and Fogtor the expository mode, but the haunting, personar quar-
ity of the commentary moves it toward the pedormative. The iilm is ress about
history than memory, ress about history from above-what happened when
and why-and more about history from berow-what one person might ex-
peflence and what it might feel like to undergo that experience. Through
the elliptic, evocative tone of the commentary by Jean cayror, a survivor
of Auschwitz, Night and Fog sets out to represent the unrepresentabre:
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Night and FoglNuit et brouillardl (Alain Resnais 1955)
Much of the footage presente din Night and Fog was shot by concentration camp officers, then

discoveredalterthewarbytheAl l ies AlainResnaiscompilesthisfootageintoasearingtest imony
tothehorrorsof inhumanity Hisl i lmofferslarmorethanvisualevidenceofNaziatroci t ies I turges

us to remember, and never forget, what happened long ago in these camps lt l inks the past to the
present and gives to memory the burden of sustaining a moral conscience

the sheer inconceivability of acts that defy all reason and all narrative or-

der.  Visible evidence abounds-of belongings and bodies, of  v ict ims and

survivors-but the voice of Night and Fog extends beyond what evidence

confirms: it calls for an emotional responsiveness f rom us that acknowledges

how understanding this event within any pre-established frame of reference

is an utter impossibility (even as we may arrive at a judgment of the heinous

monstrosity of such genocide).
In a simi lar spir i t ,  Hungarian f i lmmaker P6ter Forgdcs has described

his goal as not to polemicize, not to explain, not to argue or judge, so much

as to evoke a sense of what past experiences were like for those who lived

them. His extraordinary documentaries are made from home movies re-

organized into performative representations of the social turmoil caused

by world war ll: Free Fall(1998), recounts the life of a successful Jewish

businessman in the 1930s, Gyorgy Peto, who is eventual ly caught up in
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Free Fall (P1ter Forg6cs, 1998) photos courtesy of peter Forgacs
P6ter Forgilcs relies entirely on found footage, in this case, home movies from the ig30s and

1940s suchfootagerevealsl i feasi twasseenandexperiencedatagivent ime Forg6csreworks
the footage, cropping images, slowing down motion, adding titles and music, to combine a sense
of historical perspecttve with a form of emotional engagement The result is quite poetic, radicarry
different in tone from the classic world war ll documentaries in an expository mode such as the
Why We Fight series

(  ic t r t l t t ty ' : ;  r l l r  t , , r r r r  l , r l .  r r r  l l tc  wi t t ,  lo ; r l lp ly l l t t l t t  " l t t t ; t l  l ;o l t t l tot t "  lo I l t l t t

( l i l r l i l t , fgw: , , , t r l l  I t , r t t r t l t r ,  l  xot lLts (1999) te l ls  t - r l  the lorcod t t t tqr l t l tot ts oI

.ktws dowtt  l l tc  l ) ; r t t t t l rc t t t t  route to Palest ine,  in the faCe of  Br i t ish resis-

l i lncetothc i r r r rv i r l  o l  any more refugees, and of  Germanswhof lee upr iver

lrom Romania back to Germany when the Soviet army drives them from

their land. The film relies primarily on home movies taken by the captain of

;r Danube cruise ship involved in transporting both of these groups.

Danube Exodus makes no attempt to tell the overall hrstory of world

war ll. By focusing on these specific events, seen from the viewpoint of a
participant rather than a historian, Forgdcs suggests something, however,

about the overall tone of the war: he suggests how, for some participants,

the war was primarily an enormous flux of peoples, in and out of various

countries, for a wide variety of reasons. Loss occurs, along with disloca-

tion. The war takes its toll not from bombs alone but from these cases of

civilian exodus that transformed the face of Europe.

ForgScs wants to leave evaluation and judgment to us but also to post-

pone this kind of reflection while we experience a more directly subjective

encounter with these historical events. He invokes affect over effect, emo-

tion over reason, not to reject analysis and judgment but to place them on

a different basis. Like Resnais, Vertov, and Kalatozov before him, and like

so many of his contemporaries, Forgdcs sidesteps ready-made positions

and prefabricated categories. He invites us, as all great documentarians

do, to see the world afresh and to rethink our relation to it. Pedormative

documentary restores a sense of magnitude to the local, spectfic, and em-

bodied. lt animates the personal so that it may become our port of entry to

the pol i t ical .
We can summarize this general sketch of the six modes of documen-

tary representation in the following table. Documentary, like the avant-garde,

begins in response to fiction. (The dates in this table signify when a mode

Oecomes a common alternative; each mode has predecessors and each

continues to this day.)
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Docurnentary Modes

Cl r ief Characterist ics

-Deficiencres

Hollywood fiction [1910s]: fictional narratives of imaginary worlds
-absence of ',reality,'

Poetic documentary llg2osl: reassembre fragments of the
world poetically

-lack of specificity, too abstract
E x po s ito ry d oc u m e nta ry [1 92Os]:d i recily add ress issu es

in the historical world
-overly didactic

O bservati o n a I doc u mentary l1960sl : eschew com_
mentary and reenactment; observe things as
they happen

-lack of history, context
Pa rti ci patory d oc u me nta ry [ 1 96Os] : inte rview

or Interact with subjects; use archival film
to retrieve history

-excessive faith in witnesses, naive
history, too intrusive

Reflexive documentary [1980s]: ques_
tion documentary form, defamilrarrze
the other modes

-too abstract, lose sight of ac_
tual rssues

Pertormative documentary [1g8Os]:stress subjective aspects of a
classically objective discourse

-toss of emphasis on objectivity may relegate such films
to the avant-garde;',excessive', use of style.

Chapter 7

How Have Documentaries Addressed
Social and Polit ical lssues?

PEOPLE AS VICTIMS OR AGENTS

When we first asked "What to do with people?" in Chapter 1, our discus-
r;ion fell primarily within an ethical frame. What consequences follow from
rlifferent forms of response to and engagement with others? How may we
represent or speak about others without reducing them to stereotypes,
lrawns, or victims? These questions allow few easy answers, but they also
suggest that the issues are not ethical alone. To act unethically or to mis-
represent others involves politics and ideology as well.

In a harsh critique of the documentary tradition, especially as repre-
sented by television journalism, Brian Winston argues that 1930s docu-
mentary filmmakers in Great Britain took a romantic view of their working-
class subjects;they failed to see the worker as an active, self-determining
agent of change. Instead, the worker suffered from a "plight" that others,
namely government agencies, should do something about.

Housing Problems (1935), for example, gave slum dwellers the oppor-
tunity to speak for themselves, in a synchronous sound interview format set
within their own homes. The words of actual workers appeared on British
screens for the first time, a sensational achievement in the days long be-
fore television or reality TV. But they appeared as if they came with hat in

ll
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